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Abstract: This paper presents a study of the professional revisions performed on 

six books –three fiction works and three non-fiction (historical accounts)– translated from 

English into Spanish. The revisers’ tasks included copy-editing and stylistic editing as 

well as translation revision (Mossop 2007; Mossop 2008; Robert 2008). Our approach 

focuses on the divergences between a translation draft and the text’s final version 

amended by professional revisers prior to publishing. Our study sheds light on the 

intersection between the descriptive approach in translation product-oriented research 

and the prescriptive view of quality in the context of the editorial industry.   

For each revision file, 200 revisions were sampled from two book chapters. We 

classified all interventions. Since revisers deal with many levels of text composition 

simultaneously, revisions were categorised according to the language description level 

affected and according to the translation qualities that were improved by the revision.  

Our analysis confirms the influence of the revisers’ tasks on the effects of 

translation laws (Toury 1995), as their focus is on curbing the effects of interference in 

translation and thus maximizing idiomaticity. Readability is also a concern for revisers, 

particularly in non-fiction, which highlights the relevance of the genre variable (fiction 

vs non-fiction).  

 

Key words: professional revision, translation laws, interference, idiomaticity, 

readability 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION1 

 

Translating for publishing houses2 constitutes a field of translation activity which has 

                                                
1 The research reported in this study has been funded by the Spanish government (Ministry of 
Economy and Competitiveness, MINECO) through project “Evaluation in Translation” (ValTrad, 
FFI2013-42751-P).  

 



traditionally been closely related to certain genres, such as narrative texts or humanistic 

essays (Fouces González 2011). However, it has a wider scope which encompasses 

translated texts of different genres and themes intended to be launched onto the market 

in book form (Dragovic-Drouet 2005:153). Framing the translating process in the context 

of such a field of professional practice allows us to contextualize the different links in the 

chain of book production, a complex process involving multiple actors with quite 

different functions.  

This paper presents a study of the professional revisions performed on six books –

three fiction works and three non-fiction (historical accounts)– translated from English 

into Spanish and produced by a small book production company that employs both in-

house and freelance revisers. The revisers' tasks included copy-editing and stylistic 

editing as well as translation revision (Mossop 2007; Mossop 2008; Robert 2008). Our 

approach focuses on the divergences between a translation draft submitted to a production 

company by the translator and the text’s final version amended by professional revisers 

prior to publishing. The centre of attention in textual comparison is thus modified in order 

to highlight the role of revision in setting up the final version published in book form, 

and to gauge the influence of the reviser’s tasks on the effects of translation laws (Toury 

1995).  

We have formulated a set of specific research questions, both qualitative and 

quantitative. Our main qualitative research questions are the following:  

 

a) What types of revisions can be observed?  

b) Are the existing typologies of revision adequate for research purposes? For 

example, do revisions lend themselves to classification? Are existing categories 

clear-cut?  

c) Is it possible to identify variables in the revision decisions? What are they? 

Usage criteria, text genre (fiction vs. non-fiction), text topic?  

d) Do revisions modify the effects of translation laws? If so, to what extent? 

 

As regards quantitative research questions, the following can be formulated: 

 

a) What is the proportion of each category or group of categories?  

b) Does the proportion remain constant? If there are variations, can any specific 

variable be identified?   

 

The structure of the paper is the following: in section 2 we review the main findings in 

revision research relevant to our goals. In section 3, we describe the methodology used 



in the study. In 4 we present quantitative results and illustrate the category of 

improvements. In 5 we make some qualitative remarks about a specific target of revision, 

namely fictive orality. Finally, section 6 synthesizes the answers to our research questions 

and provides concluding remarks. 

 

 

2. STATE OF THE ART 

 

Describing general and particular features in translation has been one of researchers’ 

main concerns from the very beginning of scientific reflection in the field of Translation 

Studies. One of the traditional aims of Descriptive Translation Studies has thus been to 

explain the changes which occur or may occur in translations with regard to their original 

texts (Bakker, Koster & Van Leuven-Zwart 1998). One of the main objectives of such 

studies has been to explain translator intervention (Munday 2007) by systematizing the 

traces left by it. Research from this perspective has traditionally been framed in terms of 

translation universals or regularities in translator’s behaviour which are repeated in target 

texts regardless of the language pair involved (Baker 1993). Typical features of translated 

texts are simplification, explicitation, normalization and levelling out (Laviosa-

Braithwaite 1998). Toury (1995), on the other hand, proposed two probabilistic laws 

observed in translated texts: the law of growing standardization and the law of 

interference. Both may be explained by multiple causes, including the status of the 

translation in the target culture or the dominant editorial criteria in a given target society 

across forms of writing. The law of growing standardization refers to the modification of 

textual patterns in the source text in favour of more common linguistic options by a target 

repertoire (Toury 1995:267-274); the law of interference has to do with source text 

textual features influencing the target text either positively –in the sense of source 

language features being more likely to appear in the target text if the target language has 

them–, or negatively –in the sense of features not existing in the source language being 

less likely to appear in the target text (Toury 1995:274-279). Interference, which may 

lead to non-normal target text patterns (Toury 1995; Toury 2004; Pym 2008), often 

entails an unfavourable evaluation, since it is associated to poor quality translations and 

translationese, as already pointed out by Newmark (1991): 

 

(...) Interference in translation takes place when apparently inappropriately, any 

feature of the source or a third language –notably a syntactic structure, a lexical 

item, an idiom, a metaphor, or word-order– is carried over or literally translated 

as the case may be into the target language (TL) text. [...] I take translationese to 



be the area of interference where a literal translation of a stretch of the source 

language text (a) plainly falsifies (or ambiguates) its meaning, or (b) violates 

usage for no apparent reason. (Newmark 1991:78) 

  

Signs of interference at any textual level may compromise idiomaticity: 

 

A passage is unidiomatic of it contains a combination (sometimes called a 

collocation) of words that is not in use by the speakers of the language or if a 

word is used in a meaning that it does not have. In a broader sense, a translated 

passage is unidiomatic if it fails to observe the stylistic/rhetorical preferences of 

the target language. (Mossop 2007:167) 

 

Idiomaticity, understood as producing translations according to the language use of native 

speakers and readers at all textual levels, is a crucial expectation in the field of translation 

for publishing houses. And, even though professional translators are aware of 

“expectancy norms” about acceptability and appropriateness, grammaticality, good usage 

and good style (see Chesterman 1997:64 and 81), the publishing industry introduces a 

layer of text quality control in the role of the reviser to reduce linguistic phenomena 

considered to be unidiomatic. The reviser’s intervention in translated texts (Mossop 2007; 

Parra Galiano 2005), despite its significance, is an under-researched phenomenon in 

Translation Studies, as most efforts have focused on explaining translation regularities 

drawing on empirical data collected by comparing source and target texts. This product-

based research, although it relies on valuable data collected from authentic texts, 

disregards linguistic interventions made by revisers at editing stage, and thus not 

attributable to the translator’s direct action (Bisiada 2016; Robin 2014). The study of 

revisions can provide valuable insights into the role of editorial intervention in the 

multiple authorship of book translation. This remark is nothing new, since as early as 

1995 Gideon Toury warned about the danger of simplifying both the translator’s task and 

the translating process in contrastive studies:    

More problematic still, the comparative method entails an inherent weakness 

precisely as far as translation processes are concerned. As long as it is only pairs 

of target vs. source texts that are available for study, there is no way of knowing 

how many different persons were actually involved in the establishment of a 

translation playing how many different roles. Whatever the number, the common 

practice has been to collapse all of them into one person and have that conjoined 

entity regarded as ‘the translator’. (Toury 1995:183)  



From Toury’s words we can gather that, in order to achieve an in-depth knowledge of the 

translating process, it is essential to break it down into its multiple stages and to 

differentiate as accurately as possible the textual features that are attributable to 

translation from those introduced by other actors:  

If dubious statements on translational procedures or strategies are to be avoided, 

ways should be found to break the fictitious constructs of both ‘translator’ and 

‘translation process’ into their components and to start relating them to each other. 

(Toury 1995:184) 

Some recent empirical analyses are already exploring this approach suggested by Toury 

in the 1990s. Kruger (2012), for example, draws on a comparable corpus consisting of a 

subcorpus of English translated texts, a subcorpus of comparable edited English texts, 

and a subcorpus of comparable unedited (and also untranslated) English texts. Her study 

places translation universals in the mediation process that translated language undergoes, 

and concludes: “To investigate the effects of translation without the interference of 

editing it may in fact be necessary to compare unedited original text production with draft 

(i.e., unedited and unrevised) translations” (Kruger 2012:384). Editorial influence on 

translation universals is also studied in Robin (2014). A revisional corpus of 

contemporary English fiction, their Hungarian draft translations and their final edited 

texts are compared by applying both qualitative and quantitative methods to conclude 

that revisers do modify the transfer operations performed by translators, creating less 

redundant texts with richer vocabulary. More recently, in Bisiada (2016), a corpus of 

unedited draft versions and published versions of the same English-German business 

article translations is compared to show that German sentence splitting in translations 

from English constitutes a strategy applied by editors to improve readability by using 

shorter sentences in the final versions. Andújar (2016) takes as a starting point the 

contrastive analysis of a corpus comprising a French original text, the draft of its 

translation submitted to a Spanish publishing house and the book which was finally 

published. The study shows how some shifts considered to be translation universals, such 

as explicitation or avoidance of repetitions, cannot always be directly attributed to 

translators but are the result of an editing strategy aimed at normalizing the final text and 

improving its readability.  

In addition to research within the Descriptive Translation Studies framework, 

revision has been the object of a line of academic studies interested in the professional 

factors.  The concept of professional revision is a prescriptive one, as it is always taken 

for granted that any translation must undergo a revision process. Among the topics of 



interest of studies in this line of research is the need or justification for an intervention 

evaluated either by the researcher him/herself or by a panel of informants (translators, 

revisers, etc.). For example, in the studies reviewed by Mossop (2008), revisions are 

categorised into the following types: 

  

a. Justified changes (Künzli 2007) / changes that were necessary (Brunette et al. 

2005) / category C (“necessary correction or improvement in readability”) 

(Arthern 1987) 

b. Changes that were unnecessary (Künzli 2007) / category U (“unnecessary 

change made”) (Arthern 1987) 

c. Changes that introduced errors (Künzli 2007) or reviser-injected errors (Brunette 

et al. 2005; Brunette 1997) 

d. Changes that ought to have been made but were not (Künzli 2007) / omissions 

(Brunette et al. 2005; Brunette 1997) 

 

Our study attempts to bridge the two approaches, descriptive and prescriptive. We take a 

bottom-up, comprehensive approach which involves classifying all interventions in 

sample passages, tracing the task of revisers who deal with many levels of text 

composition simultaneously. This should allow us to discover patterns of revision 

without any specific hypothesis regarding norms or features of translation. The link with 

the descriptive approaches is established by interpreting the types of interventions in 

terms of the laws of interference and standardization.  

In our study, we focus on revisions according mainly to category (a) above. 

However, ‘justified change’ is too broad a category for our purposes. Already in the 

translator training literature, a generally accepted classification of changes in the 

manuscript translation submitted for publishing distinguishes copy-editing –amendments 

at a microtextual level to bring the text into conformance with grammar and spelling rules 

and with the publisher’s ‘house style’, as well as to ensure terminological consistency– 

from stylistic editing –tailoring the text to the readership and amending it at all textual 

levels to create a more readable text (Mossop, 2001:11-13).3 Of the two, it is the analysis 

of stylistic editing that may reveal editorial expectations; a fine-grained classification can 

help uncover the nature and origins of those expectations, which are related to our 

research question (c) (Is it possible to identify variables in the revision decisions? What 

are they? Usage criteria, text genre (fiction vs. non-fiction), text topic?).    

 

 

3. Methodology 



 

In this section we present the methodological bases for our study, namely the agents 

involved in the book production process, the corpus, the procedure and an explanation of 

the typologies arrived at. 

 

 

3.1. The agents (translators and revisers) 

 

Each of the books analysed in our study was translated by a different translator. The pool 

of translators (three female and three male) varies in experience. The most experienced 

one started his career in 1977, whereas the least experienced one started in 2008. The 

number of works translated (as recorded in the Spanish ISBN database) varies from 1 to 

more than 40. Their portfolios combine fiction and non-fiction. The most experienced 

translator's portfolio includes canonical literary authors such as Orwell, Burroughs and 

Bradbury. According to the project manager (personal communication), the criterion for 

assigning a translation project is expertise in the field (for non-fiction) and a command 

of language resources in different registers (for fiction).  

The book production company has a style manual covering spelling and 

typographical conventions and, to a smaller extent, expectations regarding language use. 

This style manual is given to all translators working for the company. 

There were three revisers: “reviser one” worked on all 6 books, “reviser two” 

worked on 3 books (in tandem with reviser one), and finally one of the books was revised 

by three different people (revisers one, two and three), who divided the book between 

them.  

 

 

3.2. The source text and target text genres 

 

The production company produces books for publishing houses based in the Barcelona 

area. These publishers issue non-fiction as well as fiction books. We chose three of each 

class published between 2008 and 2015 based on the availability of revision files.  

According to the head project manager, quality expectations differ somewhat: in 

fiction, an important register variable is fictive orality (parts of the text were written as if 

they were spoken, drawing resources from spoken language working within a planned 

discourse situation). The verisimilitude of dialogue is one of the top priorities. In non-

fiction, the main goals are for a text to be easy to understand and the avoidance of an 

excessively informal tone. 



 

 

3.3. Sampling and classification procedure 

 

Our research team extracted 200 revisions per work, 100 from the beginning and 100 

from a middle section of each manuscript. Revisions consisted in inserted text, deleted 

text and replaced text. Five of the books were sampled individually, while one of the 

books was sampled by the five researchers. 

We performed categorisation in three stages. The first stage consisted in 

identifying the type of revision, i.e. insertion, substitution, deletion. A need arose to 

distinguish a fourth category, namely reformulation, as some revisions went beyond word 

replacements, and fragments were thoroughly rewritten. The second cycle involved 

labelling each revision according to the language description level affected: punctuation, 

spelling, lexicon, syntax, convention, various notional grammatical categories (e.g., 

tense, gender). Low-level categories offer two important advantages: first, that they are 

directly observable and based on general knowledge of descriptive linguistics shared by 

the team, and second, that they can be grouped into higher-level classes of textual patterns 

or tendencies depending on the aims of the researchers. However, their use poses two 

challenges. The first one is that a single revision may involve two low-level categories; 

for instance, one affecting the meaning of the lexeme and another one affecting the 

grammatical categories that are morphologically expressed on the root such as person, 

tense and aspect. To solve this we allowed double coding for a single revision. For this 

reason, the final number of categorised revisions may be larger than 200. The second 

challenge is the impossibility to devise a typology that anticipates all kinds of potential 

revisions in all the books. This was addressed by assessing the typology once the coding 

had been done and adjusting the categories to the phenomena found. 

The third cycle of classification is macro-textual and translation-oriented. The style 

sheet distributed by the production company stated explicitly that only errors should be 

corrected. However, we have observed that their notion of an error includes cases which 

we would define as clumsy style. The goal of identifying editorial expectations requires 

distinguishing necessary revisions from improvements in order to focus on the latter.  

 

 

3.4. Definition of a typology: necessary revisions vs improvements 

 

A necessary revision was defined as the correction of either a form-related or a content-

related error. Form-related errors affect the levels of spelling, use of typographical 



features, punctuation, grammar (agreement, choice of prepositions, use of determiners, 

etc.) as well as lexical conventions (units, proper names, etc.) and lexico-syntactic 

restrictions (complement choice). Occasional errata, such as missing words, are included. 

Content-related errors, in turn, comprise omissions (i.e. leaving out part of the message) 

and mistranslations affecting the interpretation of the text.  

An improvement, or stylistic editing, is carried out with the object of achieving, or 

improving, idiomaticity, readability or other qualities in the translated text. Most 

revisions aiming at improvement can be explained by language usage criteria, but a 

number also seem to be prompted by general style principles compiled in style manuals 

and followed by the publishing house, by the needs of the translating commission or even 

by the reviser’s personal preferences.  

Idiomaticity is achieved to a considerable extent by avoiding lexical interference. 

We have mostly considered interference a style defect requiring improvement rather than 

an error, even if for the production company it always falls under the category of error. 

In its strongest form, interference does produce translation errors, e.g. compromiso 

instead of concesión as the rendering of ‘compromise’ and frase (‘sentence’), instead of 

expresión as the rendering of ‘phrase’. Weaker forms of interference include the choice 

of a unit which, though close, is not the appropriate one in the context and the so-called 

‘frequency calques’, defined as the choice of a cognate with an acceptable sense but lower 

frequency of use instead of a non-cognate synonym complying with native frequency. 

An example of the first type is eventos (‘events’) instead of acontecimientos; an example 

of the second type is costa norte (for ‘north coast’) revised into orilla septentrional, 

which is more idiomatic and also more appropriate for a written register as the adjective 

septentrional is built with the Latinate root.  

On the other hand, interventions may compromise the originality of the work by 

imposing standard usage where marked choices had been made in the source text. For 

example, in the sentence “Until, abruptly, their door opens” (Rachman 2010:3), the 

adverb abruptly denotes the manner of motion and hints at the attitude of the implicit 

agent. The translation “Abruptamente, se abre la puerta” is revised as “De repente, se 

abre la puerta” (“suddenly, the door opens”), avoiding interference. However, de repente 

does not completely render the manner of motion, as the alternatives bruscamente and 

con brusquedad would. 

Besides lexical interference, idiomaticity also concerns other issues in lexical 

choice as well as grammar-related phenomena: the choice of a more usual or precise form 

(example 1), implicitness/explicitness of the sentential subject (as in example 2), 

collocation (example 3), the use of determiners (example 4), and verbal aspect, from 

perfective to imperfective past (example 5) or viceversa.4  



 

(1)  TT Kenny y su tía bajaban del tercer autobús  

RT Kenny y su tía solían apearse del tercer autobús  

ST Kenny and his aunt would disembark from the third bus. (Bock 2008:62)  

 

(2) TT Lorraine le había enseñado que la vida estaba llena de cosas interesantes;  

RT [Ø] Le había enseñado que la vida estaba llena de cosas interesantes. 

ST Lorraine had shown there were fine things in life, (Bock 2008:62) 

 

(3) TT  no fue declarado rey de los judíos  

RT  no fue proclamado rey de los judíos  

 ST  who was not named King of the Jews (Aslan 2013:91) 

 

(4)     TT  sus uñas pintadas de un rosa brillante 

RT  las uñas pintadas de rosa brillante. 

ST the shimmering pink polish on her toes (Weiner & Bateman 2015:4) 

 

(5)  TT  muchos de los cuales empezaron a sentirse algo frustrados 

 RT  muchos de los cuales empezaban a sentirse algo frustrados 

 ST many of whom seemed to be getting a bit frustrated as the session wore 

on (Emerick & Massey 2006:186) 

 

Finally, idiomaticity, when applied to dialogue or to reported speech or thought, is also 

related to mimesis of orality (in fiction). Given its strong link with the translation 

commission, we develop these observations in more detail in section 5.  

The notion of readability that editors demand is based on intuitions and 

accumulated wisdom about what makes a text easy to understand, rather than a set of 

empirically tested principles (for a review of empirical studies and tests to measure it see 

Bisiada 2017:2-3). In revision research, readability is also equated with ease of 

understanding –for the reader– in addition to “communicative efficacy” –for the writer– 

(Parra 2005:70-74). In the Spanish cultural system, normative views about good writing 

style circulate in the form of style manuals sanctioned by public and private institutions.5 

Textual parameters associated with readability are controlled sentence length, economy 

and conciseness, syntactic simplicity and the avoidance of ambiguity (see, e.g., Paredes 

et al. 2013:63-64). Replacing nominalizations with verbal clauses, as in (6), is considered 

to make a sentence more “attractive” in Spanish (Paredes et al. 2013:68). For us, 

readability involves enhancing balance in sentence structure, e.g., by using the right 



information packaging, and improving discourse cohesion, e.g., by inserting a connective 

to render the logical relation between clauses explicit, as in (7). Other criteria are the 

avoidance of repetition, accessibility to discourse referents by means of the adequate 

referential expressions (full NPs and anaphors), and explicit temporal frames and 

relations. 

 

(6)  TT que mencionan a Jesús de Nazaret, pero revelan poco sobre él, salvo por 

su arresto y ejecución; 

RT que mencionan a Jesús de Nazaret, pero revelan poco sobre él, salvo que 

fue detenido y ejecutado; 

ST both of whom mention Jesus of Nazareth but reveal little about him, save   

for his arrest and execution (Aslan 2013:xxv)  

  

(7)  TT “no me parecía en nada al viejo Redmond Hatch; estaba quizá más cerca 

de Willie Nelson”  

RT  “no me parecía en nada al viejo Redmond Hatch, sino más bien a Willie 

Nelson”  

ST I looked nothing now like the old Redmond Hatch, more like Willie 

Nelson, perhaps,  (McCabe 2006:118)  

 

The interpretation of low-level revisions in terms of high-level tendencies carries a 

certain ambiguity. Certain changes may benefit both idiomaticity and readability. In our 

case, the choice was to consider changes whose impact was on sentence structure and 

discourse articulation as predominantly readability-oriented, even if the change in 

structure might arguably have been triggered by interference.  

Changes to the structure and cohesion of the text in order to ensure fluency respond 

to a need to adjust the text to the translation commission (which is determined by genre). 

They often involve giving the text a written, as opposed to a spoken, quality.  

The class of improvements responding to implicit criteria (i.e. those that are not 

stated in the client’s style-sheet, but which appear in writing style manuals), focus mainly 

on enhancing lexical richness and preventing unpleasant repetitions of sounds in a very 

short sequence of words. Lexical richness is fostered by avoiding repetition of lexical 

items and of semantically empty support verbs (see, e.g., Gómez Torrego 2002:333-341), 

as in hacer presión revised into presionar).6 Unpleasant internal rhymes are exemplified 

by the abuse of adverbs ending in -mente, as seen in example 8 (see Gómez Torrego 

2002:332 and Paredes et al. 2013:40-41). 

 



 

(8)  TT solamente una pendiente ligeramente inclinada 

                 RT sólo una ligera pendiente 

       ST just a gently sloping hillside (Aslan 2013:94-95) 

 

Unstated criteria can be related to the translation commission; certain works require 

contextually specific vocabulary and expressions, such as historical adequacy (e.g., ser 

arrestado ‘be arrested’ is revised into prendimiento, the Gospel-specific item in the book 

Zealot). 

Other improvements consist in semantic or pragmatic shifts, for example, changes 

in the forms of address –from the familiar tú to the deferential usted– used by characters 

in Winterwood, adaptation of culture specific items (festival is revised into fiestas del 

pueblo in Winterwood), changes derived from the adaptation of inserted song lyrics, and 

corrections of light semantic shifts such as ciudad (‘town’) revised into pueblo (‘village’) 

from English ‘village’ in Zealot.  

Even less frequent types of improvements are those imputable to personal 

preference, such as (rhythmic) euphony. A number of unclassifiable changes can also be 

found, as the replacement of a word with a synonym, both equally idiomatic, illustrated 

in (9), where mantener is revised into conservar.  

 

(9)  TT cuando había insistido en mantener su apellido de soltera 

RT cuando Lorraine había insistido en conservar su apellido de soltera 

ST when she had insisted on keeping her last name (Bock 2008:53) 

 

 

4. Quantitative data 

 

The raw amount and percentages of necessary revisions are presented in table 1. Boldface 

highlights the highest percentages: 

 

Table 1 
Necessary revisions  

 

 Rachman Bock McCabe Emerick & 

Massey 

Weiner & 

Bateman 

Aslan 

Form-

related 

33 11 21 46 55 47 



N in % 16.5 6.5 8.8 23 27.5 23.5 

Content-

related 

2 12 2 5 15 

 

11 

N in % 1 6 0.8 1 7.5 5.5 

Total  

in % 

17.5 12.5 9.6 24 35 29 

 

Three observations are in order. First, content-related errors have low frequencies, 

ranging from 0.8% to 7.5%. Secondly, one of the books required more revision both in 

form and content, suggesting that either the book's complexity was higher or that the 

translator's performance was inferior to that of the other translators. Third, the 

percentages of necessary revisions seem to pattern according to the genre variable (lower 

for fiction than for non-fiction).     

In table 2 the raw amount and percentages of improvements found in two of the 

works –a fiction and a non-fiction work– are presented as a sample: 

 

Table 2 
Improvements in a sample of two books 

 

  McCabe Aslan 

Criteria for improvements Number % Number % 

Language usage: a) idiomaticity 163 76 106 72 

Language usage: b) readability 30 14 

 

31 21 

Stylistic criteria (stated or 

unstated)  

7 3 3 2 

 Others 15 8 9 5 

Total 215 100% 149 100% 

 

Several observations are in order. First, in both works a great majority of improvements 

enhance idiomaticity. Secondly, readability-related interventions account for a much 

lower percentage. Although not expressed separately on the table, a considerable amount 

of improvements seek to increase fictive orality (43 out of 164) in Winterwood, whereas 

this type of improvement is not found in the non-fiction text, where, however, a higher 



percentage of readability-oriented interventions is found. This seems to confirm the 

relevance of the translation commission –especially the genre of the translated work– for 

revision in agreement with the quality expectations stated by the project manager. In 

section 5 we focus on improvements in fictive orality in fiction. 

 

 

5.  Qualitative observations. Improving fictive orality in fiction 

 

In fiction, though the narrative situation implies per se mediation (Petersen 1993:14ss.), 

the author may aspire to an illusion of proximity with the reader by creating a stylised 

version of spontaneous speech to give an ‘authentic ring’ to a range of communicative 

situations. This constructed variety, fictive orality, –from the German fingierte 

Mündlichkeit, in Goetsch (1985:202)– is of spoken and unplanned conception but 

encoded with the resources of the written medium. 

While tendencies can be identified in the means to recreate the “oral” in a given 

literary system –graphic marks, lexical and grammatical choices, discourse organisation– 

plausibility is often a matter of degree. Many stylistic choices are “spoken” only in 

comparison to a reference standard. In addition, readability is often a concern: in order to 

remain ‘readable’, the text can assimilate only a limited number of tokens of orality. 

Translation (and revision) requires an awareness of the textual nature of the phenomenon, 

as the lack of all-level interlingual correspondences often requires compensation 

(enhancing the oral at another point in the text). 

It has been previously observed that fictive orality meticulously recreated in a 

source text becomes undone by an editorial standardisation strategy. In translations of 

English into Spanish, standardisation is reflected for example in the lexicon (see, e.g. 

Andújar 2010, a study which shows how the omission without any form of compensation 

of general extenders such as and stuff (like that) and (all) that stuff in the Spanish 

translations of J. D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye falls into Toury’s law of growing 

standardization), in sentence connection (see, e.g. Espunya 2012, which observes the 

tendency for translations to use full clauses as opposed to elliptical sentences and 

subclauses, and for exclamations and questions to be rendered as declarative clauses), 

non-standard features (see, e.g., Alsina 2012, where it is observed that non-standard –

geographical or idiolectal– features tend to diminish or disappear altogether in Spanish 

translations of English texts). Such shifts hinder the construal of characters through their 

language style and interpersonal abilities. However, in the revisions that we have 

investigated, not only is fictive orality not standardised but it is enhanced. In what follows 

we provide several examples of such enhancement, classified according to the type of 



resource, ordered by frequency.  

Many improvements on the lexical choices involve the replacement with clearly 

colloquial ones as well as idioms and figurative expressions.7 

  

(10) TT empezó a montar en cólera por cosas sin la más mínima importancia  

RT Incluso cuando Lorraine perdió la cabeza, y empezó a montar en cólera 

por chorradas  

ST  even when Lorraine started losing her shit, unloading on him for 

piddling garbage (Bock 2008:50) 

 

(11)  TT  Jamás salió de Slievenageeha.      

RT Jamás ha puesto un pie fuera de Slievenageeha.  

ST Never set foot outside Slievenageeha. (McCabe 2006:5) 

 

Notice that in (10) the reviser has changed a long-winded definition for the very 

colloquial synonym chorradas. In (11) a neutral verb is replaced with an idiom poner un 

pie fuera de, which in fact is almost identical to the idiom used by the original. Notice 

also the change in tense (from simple past to present perfect) which relates what is being 

said to the character’s present. 

Routine formulae are set expressions conveying an illocutionary act. They lend 

plausibility to the interaction and generally shorten an utterance, as in (12) and (13): 

  

(12)  TT  —Tienes mi permiso para hacerlo.  

RT —Por mí, puedes. 

ST  “You’re allowed to.” (Rachman 2010:4) 

 

(13)  TT   Estaba sumamente nervioso; no tengo por qué ocultar la verdad.  

RT  Estaba sumamente nervioso, para qué negarlo.   

ST I was extremely nervous, I might as well be honest. (McCabe 2006:118) 

  

In example (13), the formulaic interrogative infinitive clause para qué negarlo also 

maintains the vividness of the dialogue, which also seems to be one of the primary 

concerns. 

Intensity is a semantic component that is part of the language of involvement. 

Improvements revert translation losses: 

 

(14)  TT  Una patada en el trasero  



RT Una patada en todo el trasero  

ST  hitting her a kick right up the backside (McCabe 2006:6)  

 

(15)  TT  va y se muere siendo una mujer joven.  

RT  va y se muere, ¡y eso que todavía era joven!  

ST she goes and dies and her still a young woman! (McCabe 2006:7) 

  

In example (14), the adjective todo has the intensifying value of English ‘right’; in (15) 

the spokenness in the ST is recovered in the revised version by the very oral concessive 

formula y eso que, as well as the exclamation marks. 

On the level of syntax, rearrangements of word order reflect information structure 

constraints of natural speech: 

 

(16)  TT  «Me tengo que levantar pronto mañana»  

RT  «Mañana tengo que madrugar»  

ST  “I have to be up early” (Bock 2008:51) 

 

(17)  TT  ¡Siempre el mismo!  

  RT  ¡El mismo de siempre!  

ST  — [Good man, Ned!] You never lost it! (McCabe 2006:4)  

  

The position and choice of pragmatic markers is rendered close to natural conversation: 

 

 (18) TT  — [...] Aun así, os lo puedo enviar por fax. Es lo mismo. 

   —No lo es, de hecho.  

RT   — [...] Aun así, os lo puedo enviar por fax. Es lo mismo. 

   —Pues no, no lo es.  

ST  “I can fax it, though. It won’t make a difference.”  

“It does, actually.” (Rachman 2010:9) 

   

As we have seen in this section the revisers seem to have a holistic approach to fictive 

orality as a situational variety involving all language levels. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

In order to illustrate the importance of editorial influence in the multiple authorship of a 



translated text, we have presented the results of an analysis of the revisions performed on 

six books at revision stage. The interest of such an approach in which translations’ 

manuscripts are taken into account in textual comparison has been to highlight the role 

of editing in shaping the final text, as well as to gauge editorial influence on the effects 

of translation laws.  

The methodology involved a bottom-up analysis and the categorisation of 

revisions in three stages, namely the type, the language level affected and the quality 

targeted by the revision. The analysis has shown that editorial revision is not a task in 

which a set of rules is applied blindly (as the style checker in a word processing software) 

but rather a process that takes several levels of quality into account simultaneously. For 

example, although there is a tendency to seek concision by removing redundancies, some 

revisions in fact involve amplification (“en la segunda parte de los prósperos noventa” is 

revised into “en la segunda mitad de la próspera década de los noventa”, when both la 

década de los noventa and los noventa are acceptable in Spanish according to Fundéu 

BBVA). 

Such a methodological approach has allowed us to shed some light on the 

qualitative research questions we have formulated. Most revisions respond to explicit 

editorial instructions, while a small percentage seems to reflect implicit criteria, which 

are nevertheless recognizable under analysis. The results of the analysis suggest that the 

revisers’ focus is on curbing the effects of interference in translation and thus maximizing 

idiomaticity. Readability is also a concern for the reviser, particularly in non-fiction, 

which highlights the relevance of the genre variable (fiction vs non-fiction).   

Quantitative analysis reveals that improvements in the area of language use, 

particularly idiomaticity, account for the great majority of revisions. Although the sample 

is small, the data contribute to the empirical knowledge of the impact of revision in 

editorial production (necessary revisions ranging from 9.6% to 35% of interventions).  

Standardisation, considered as the building of a conventional and readable text 

which minimizes communicative risk, is usually viewed in a negative light. However, 

our study shows that when it leads to a gain in idiomaticity as a product of revision, it is 

desirable. The most extreme case is fictive orality in narrative texts, where the revisers’ 

interventions increase plausibility and the rendering of polyphony. Our study sheds light 

on the intersection between the descriptive approach in translation product-oriented 

research and the prescriptive view of quality in the context of the editorial industry. 

Furthermore, our study confirms the impact of the source language and text in translation 

and shows that in cases where the translator is strongly influenced by them, it is the 

reviser who seeks to curb the effects of such interference both to maintain the character 

building through distinctive spoken features found in the source text and to more fully 



exploit the resources of the target language. Therefore, credit should be given to the role 

of revisers in shaping the final translated book. 

The results of the study have highlighted a strong need for deeper analyses of 

editorial intervention to explain more accurately explicit or implicit edition norms 

imposed by publishing houses on translators. Only thus will it be possible to fully 

describe the roles of both translators and revisers in the complex editorial process leading 

to a published book.    

[ 

Notes 
1 The research reported in this article has been funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and 
Competitiveness (Mineco) through project ValTrad (FFI 2013-42751-P). 
2 The term publishing house is here defined as the natural as well as legal persons who provide the 
appropriate material, financial and human resources to promote fiction and non-fiction works 
(Luna Alonso 2013:133). 
3 Both copy-editing and stylistic editing could be subsumed under the broader term pragmatic 
revision, which Brunette (2000:173) defines as a “careful comparison of the translated text with 
the original in order to improve the translation, without consultation or other contact with the 
translator”. The revisions performed on the books we have analyzed fall into this category, because 
the revisers are not required to justify the changes made in the draft, which depend basically on 
their knowledge and competence.  
4 The order of presentation of the versions reflects the order of textual observation, from the 
translated manuscript (TT) to the revised text (RT) to the source English text (ST), which was 
consulted for comparison. 
5 The most relevant ones are those promoted by the Instituto Cervantes (Paredes et al. 2013), 
Fundación del Español Urgente (Fundéu BBVA) or written press such as El País.  
6 In this case the wish to avoid interference from a third language, Catalan, may have played a role 
in the reviser’s decision. This factor may be relevant in other cases, given the context of language 
contact in which both translators and revisers work. 
7 On the relationship between idioms and fictive orality see, e.g., Brumme 2012. 
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